It is shown that, in a certain sense, there is no possibility of getting a complete set of conjugacy-invariants for measure-preserving transformations of a probability space.
Introduction.
One of the central problems of erogodic theory has been to find a complete set of conjugacy-invariants for the Lebesgue mea- 
Here 0 is the empty set. The set 9 x is given the metric d{P, Q) = %2. \{Pl A Q1) = \{\J. P! A Q1). Each 9k is a closed subset of 9 x, and 9 = \Jk< $k is a dense Let pk be the restriction map from A to A,, and let a, be the restriction map from Afe + J to Afe. Then for any Borel probability measure p. on A we have a measure pk = pop7 on A^ for each k, and p., = /¿¿ + 1 oo7 *. Conversely, to each sequence of probability measures p. on A, such that p, = Pk + l0(Tk +1' tnere exists a unique p on A such that pvp^1 = pk for all k.
(This is just the Kolmogorov extension theorem in a simple case.) Further, p will give measure 1 to fi if and only if each pk gives measure 1 to each fi,. Now a map <£> will be introduced from T x 9 x to i)II(fi), as follows:
$(T, P) is the unique Borel probability measure p on fi such that poP-Tl\{n_k,-• ■ , n¿>\=\{C\k = _kV Pni). $(T, P) will sometimes be called Atr'p"1' A Sfp"'') + X{Sip"i A 5¿2n¿) = A(r>"¿ A 5¿p"¿) + A(p"¿ A 0;"¿).
Fix P. The first term will be small if T is weakly close to S, while the second will be small if Q is close to P in 9 (x. A finer topology is given by considering "weak convergence of measures" in Jlî(fi). This is the topology defined by requiring continuity of the functions p h-» /_/ dp for all bounded and continuous functions on fi. Since such functions do not necessarily extend to continuous functions on A, this topology could be finer; in fact, it is, and makes DlKfi) into a nonseparable completely metrizable space. The Borel structure for this topology is thus very fine; call it ft. However:
3.2 Proposition. The a-algebra generated by the functionals p (-► J f dp, f bounded and continuous on fi, is precisely 3JÎ.
Proof. First, let / be bounded and continuous on fi. Let / (&>) = f{co ), where 0Jn{j) is coif) if /< n, and coij) = 1 if ;>72. Then con -• co in fi, so fi-co) -> fico), tot each o> £ fi-Now:
fQfdp -¡afdpQ = lim ffn dp -fQ fn dpQ.
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Thus, \ff dp-ff dpQ | < a <=» for each />0, 3tt2 such that \f fn dp ■ j f dp0 I < a + l/l fot all m > n. So, ÍOO OO OS Í -fn. u, n r /.'*-/.'+ / = ! 771 =1 77 = 771 f.
< ÍZ + y
which is a weak* F g, and therefore in ™.
Conversely: consider only those functions on fi which extend continuously to the compact set A. The functions p h* /. / dp separate )1UA), so polynomials in them are uniformly dense in all weak* continuous functions on MA) (by Stone-Weierstrass). Thus, the cr-algebra generated by such functions p (-. J / dp is all of the weak* Borel sets in JlKA), since JTKA)
is a Polish space. Consequently, looking only at p £ %{Q), we see that /. f dp = fQf dp and the functions p h-> J f dp generate all of SOI. D by h{P) = -2.¿ _jA(P.) log A(F); then h is a nonnegative, upper semicontinuous function on 9(x, finite on 9 and continuous on each 9,.
The map T t-» T" P is a continuous map from the weak topology on transformations to J M. Finally, the map: î^ x 9^ ~* 9M given by sending (P, Q) to P V Q is jointly continuous. Thus the map Th h{\J™ZldT-'P) is T-measurable.
Then so is limn_Jl/72)MV"r¿T-;P) = W(P, T), the entropy of P with respect to T. Now choose a fixed increasing sequence P. of finite parti- Consider the following condition on pairs (T, P):
(a) For each integer m > 0 there is an integer N such that for all n > N and all k>0, \Jntm., T~{P is (l/mXindependent of \Jk-,TiP.
Recall the definition of e-independence: Q is said to be e-independent of R it the total measure of those sets R. for which \{R.) / 0 and 2. \\{Q. O R .)/X{R ) -X{Qt) | > e is less than f. Thus, \{Q, R): Q is e-independent of R\ is a Borel subset of 9^ x 90O, and since both the maps T H> y"=z+iT~ip and T •■* vt=iT¿p are Borei maPs>k foii°ws that the pairs (T, P) in T x í3^ which satisfy (a) form a set in £ x 5ß. Now: one characterization of the class A of Kolmogorov transformations is as ÍT: VP £ 9, (T, P) satisfies (a)!. Thus, A is an analytic set.
Another characterization is as i T: 3 generator P £ 9 such that (T, P) satisfies (a) }. Thus, if it can be shown that i(T, P): P is a generator for T¡ is in £ x 5ß, it will follow that A is a coanalytic set, and the proof will be complete. This is done in the next proposition. For each function g from the positive integers to ¡0. l!, a transformation T is constructed, with each T £ A, and T will be conjugate to T < if and only if g{n) = g'{n) fot all but finitely many integers n. All the T have the same entropy. The map g |-» T will be a Borel map from the obvious Borel structure on the functions g to measurable transformations.
The transformations in [lO] were not placed on the unit interval, and the purpose of these remarks is to put them there.
There were also constructed in [10] partitions P , and actually the aforementioned results apply rather to the restriction of T to the invariant cr-algebra generated by P under T . However, as is remarked there, a very minor change in the construction can be made which will have the effect of making each P a generator of the full a-algebra of Lebesgue measurable sets; and it is such a version of the construction which will be utilized here.
Let Fn be all functions from \l, ■ ■ ■ , n\ to Í0, li, and TM all func- 
